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Prediction of Oil Losses from Evaporation
from Vertical Cylindrical Tanks
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Abstract: New criteria equations of mass evaporation at the various operations with oil (standing, emptying,
filling of tank) are derived. The given equations are necessary for calculation of oil losses from evaporation.
The new criteria equations have been compared with earlier existing criteria equations, which disadvantages
have been eliminated during reception of new dependences. Possible errors rate of the received formulas is
calculated.
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INTRODUCTION give any recommendations for concrete value choosing.

Oil shrinkage from tanks is the basic kind of losses of reach 400%.
oil, completely non-recoverably on a modern level of In I.S.Bronstein's work [4] the empirical formula for
development of transportation and storage of calculation of oil shrinkage is offered.
hydrocarbons and their  amount  is  very  high  [1, 2].
Right choice of tools of their reduction from tanks is (2)
connected with size of these losses. Therefore adequate
estimation of losses value has great importance. where a,b are empirical coefficients;

The general view of the Professor N.N.
Konstantinov’s formula [3], for definition of oil shrinkage T is temperature in the tank;
looks like: V  is volume of the tank.

(1) But, as well as all empirical dependences, the formula

where n is evaporation factor, 1/hour; defining on oil shrinkage value. (Pressure of saturated
F is the area of the tank, m ; vapors, volume of tanks, etc.). But it is suitable only for2

P  is pressure in tank's gas space, Pa; executed gauging conditions.at

C  is concentration of saturated oil tank vapor; For a correct estimation of oil shrinkage from verticals

C is average concentration of tank vapor; cylindrical tanks it is necessary to predict concentration
 is duration of evaporation, hours. of hydrocarbon vapors in tanks gas space. Professor

Professor N.N.Konstantinov in the formula 1 offered shrinkage have offered the following equation:
to use so-called evaporation factor “n” for the description
of process of tank vapor saturation. The values of this
coefficient are (0.5...2)•10  1/hour. However he doesn’t (3)4

As a result the error of forecasting of oil shrinkage can

H

2 doesn’t consider a significant amount of the factors

F.F.Abuzova [5] and her followers [6] for calculation of oil
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where  - mass output factor, kg/m •h. The purpose of this work is improvement of oil2

The mass output factor shows the quantity of shrinkage from tanks calculation method and also
evaporated oil from unit of oil reservoir surface in unit of studying of various factors on oil shrinkage value
time. It is can be found with the help of the criteria influence. API publish methods of evaporative loss from
equations. But these  equations  are   wrongly  received tanks calculation [7, 8], but this manuals, unfortunately,
by oil and gasoline evaporation joint data processing. can’t be used in Russia Federation.
Check of an error of mass output factor  calculation  under We consider the following A.A. Korshak’s formula
F.F.Abuzova's formulas and on their experimental data has for calculation of oil loss from so-called “big breath” to be
shown, that makes can be more than 120%. Such high the most well-founded theoretically. This formula
error is unacceptable. There is a necessity of new mass accounts for the excess of air-vapor mixture (AVM) loss
output factor formula’s deducing. over the loss of oil injected into tank [9].

(4)

where  is the density of vapors from hydrocarbon M  is the molar mass of air-vapor mixture, kg/mol;h2

liquid during “big breath”; g is the acceleration of gravity, m/s ;
C  is the initial vapor concentration in the gas space T is the oil temperature, K.0

of a tank;
Q  is the loss from filling the tank; Using the dimensional analysis method, it wasf

, ,  are time-independent coefficients; determined by the authors of the equation (5) that, in the0 1 2

 is unit time; general case, the value of similarity criterion Kt depends0

 is the time when “breath” begins; on the following factors1

 is the duration of filling;2

Q  is additional AVM loss due to vapors created Kt = f( , Sc, C , Re , Fr•Re), (6)v

during the filling,

J is the density of evaporating mass flow during C is the relative density of oil at air temperature ofstor

storage; T=293 K;
F  is the reservoir surface area;r

C is the density of air-vapor mixture displaced into Re  is the average Reynolds number characterizingavm

the atmosphere. the rate of air flow over the oil surface, when emptying the

A new similarity criterion that does not include linear Fr•Re is the similarity parameter characterizing the
dimension was introduced in [10], based on a new rate of oil mixing, when filling the tank.
dimensional analysis method The criteria equations of mass transfer during oil

general form, so the values of coefficients included were
(5) unknown.

where Kt is the dimensionless similarity criterion transfer   for    different    oil     operations,    the  analysis
characterizing the oil evaporation rate; of  mass  transfer  processes  in   oil   tanks  was

J is the density of evaporating oil mass flow, the binding function of independent parameters is as
kg/(m •h); follows:2

 is the density of air-vapor mixture, kg/m ;avm
3

 is the kinematic viscosity of air-vapor mixture, (7)avm

m /s;2

avm
2

rel avg

where  is the evaporation motive force modulus;

Sc is the Schmidt number;
rel

avg

tank;

storage, filling or emptying the oil tanks, were given in

In order to derive the criteria functions of mass

performed.  It  was  determined that, in the general case,
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where Y is the response function (or the dependent neither the geometrical sizes of tanks, nor dynamics of oil
variable); hashing, rendering significant influence on its

x …x  are independent variables (predictors); We’ve got unexpectedly good consistency of1 n

a , b …b  are empirical coefficients. calculations results under I.S.Bronstein's empirical formula0 1 n

Data   on evaporation      of    Romashkinskaya, a significant amount of the factors defining oil shrinkage
Ust’-Balikskaya and others oils [8] at “Mozir’”, value.
“Samatlor”, “Parabel’” pumping stations have been used The greatest accuracy of calculations is given with
for a concrete mass output criteria equations derivation. professor A.A.Korshak’s formulas. It is quite explainable,
Also the special mathematical package of data processing as it is more proved theoretically.
Stat Graphics Plus 5.1 has been used.

To determine the values of unknown empirical As a result we can conclude that:
coefficients in (7), the method of multiple regression
analysis was used, as the response function Kt is New mass output criteria equations at filling and
dependent on several factors. The formula (7) was emptying of oil tanks and also at storage of oil are
preliminary brought to a linear form logarithmically. As a received. They allow predicting a dynamics of oil
result of calculations and data processing by means of shrinkage with various properties on initial
standard mathematical statistics methods, the criteria concentration of hydrocarbons in gas space of the
equations for oil evaporation dynamics during storage, tank.
emptying and filling the tanks are derived as follows: The comparative analysis of accuracy of various

Kt = 3.065•10  • •Sc •( -0.7) , (8) professor A.A.Korshak’s formulas (the root-mean-stor 293
11 0,303 3,44 -8,42

Kt  = Kt  • (1+1,104•10 • •Sc •Re ), (9) results essentially differing from actual:empt stor avg
7 -0,708 2,75 -1,33

Kt  = Kt  • (1+2•10 • •Sc •( -0.7) method – 88.4%, N.N.Konstantinov's formula - up tofill stor 293
6 -0,45 -2,84 7,25

•(Fr•Re) ). 1150.1%.0,188

(10)

The root-mean-square error of calculation under the
formula 8 is 24.8%, under the formula 9 – 12.7% and under 1. Wongwises,     S.,         I.    Rattanaprayura     and
the formula 10 – 6.5%. In the given equations professor S. Chanchaona, 1997. An Evaluation of Evaporative
Abuzova’s criteria equations shortcoming have been Emissions of Gasoline from Storage Sites and Service
eliminated. Stations. Thammasat International Journal of Science

The comparative analysis of calculation methods and Technology, 2(2).
accuracy had been lead on the basis of new mass output 2. Estimation of the petrochemical evaporation loss
criteria equations with the help of professor Korshak’s from fixed roof storage tank. Date Views 07.08.2013
new equations. vapoloctemp.dynaglass.com/wp-content/ uploads/

Calculation of oil shrinkage under the formula of 2012/ 04/ estimation-of-the-petrochemical-
professor N.N.Konstantinov conducts to the big error evaporation-loss.pdf.
though sizes of evaporation factor have been accepted in 3. Konstantinov, N.N., 1961. Oil and oil products loss
a recommended range. It would be possible to approach due to evaporation control. Moscow:
calculated losses to actual by reduction of e factor, but it Gostoptekhizdat, pp: 101-108.
can be made only for considered oils. Actually it is 4. Bronshtein, I.S., 1969. About effectiveness for
necessary to develop methods of a evaporation factor various   technical     means     to    combat  losses
value choosing. from   evaporation    of    oil    and  petroleum

Calculation under the formula of professor products. Transport and storage of oil and gas:
F.F.Abuzova  also    leads    to    great    error.   There  are collection of research papers, NIITransneft (issue 6),
a  lot  of the  reasons:  formulas  doesn’t  consider pp: 153-171.

evaporation.

with experimental one. But the formula 2 doesn’t consider

methods of oil shrinkage value calculation has
shown, that most precisely it can be made by

square error is 18.3%). All other methods yield to the

I.S.Bronstein's formula – 42.0%, F.F.Abuzova's
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